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Uncertainties for ggF

mis-match between order of calculation and
order of PDFs

lack of knowledge of higher order corrections

arxiV:1902.00134



as(mZ) uncertainties

importance of as uncertainties depends
on order of calculation, so very important 
for Higgs through ggF at N3LO

Future improvements may come more from
the lattice side than the experimental side.

PDG2019 (JH, K. Rabbertz, G. Zanderighi)

PDG world average



New PDF developments
l There have been many developments in the world of PDFs since 

the last Higgs XSWG talk, but given the limited time the 
concentration on this talk will be on the PDF benchmarking of the 
new sets and the path towards combination

l The CT18 family of PDFs are available
� CT18 (main PDF)
� CT18A (including ATLAS precision W/Z data)
� CT18X (special scale for DIS; mimicking small-x resummation)
� CT18Z (including both ATLAS precision W/Z data and special 

scale for DIS)
l MSHT20 (new acronym; note in some plots will appear as 

MMHT20)
� will be available in LHAPDF in the near future

l NNPDF3.1 available for some time
l All contain much more LHC data than their previous incarnations



PDF Changes

Plot from presentation by Lucian Harland-Lang at Higgs 2020

good agreement in central value somewhat larger spread



PDF Changes

Plot from presentation by Lucian Harland-Lang at Higgs 2020



In 2014-15, we carried out a year-long exercise to (1) perform a benchmarking exercise
for all PDFs, and (2) to present recommendations for LHC Run II (PDF4LHC15 PDFs)

125 citations 1054 citations



PDF4LHC15 exercise
l 300 Monte Carlo replicas generated from error sets of each of the 3 global 

PDF sets; information can be summarized in far fewer error PDFs



3 forms of distribution in 2015differences at very small
mass due to imposition of rapidity
cut of 5 on _30



Comparison of new PDFs to PDF4LHC15

Thanks to S. Carrazza



A great deal of LHC information has now been included in global 
PDF fits: it’s been 5 years, so time for benchmarking

l Why is benchmarking necessary?
l Most of the relevant data is in common

� but different cuts on the data in 
some cases, which can lead to 
varying amounts of tension

l Each group uses a different (but
perfectly valid) GM-VFNS
� and NNPDF uses a fitted charm 

approach versus perturbative 
charm used by CT/MSHT

l Each group uses a different approach
for determining PDF uncertainties
� MSHT/CT: variants of Hessian
� NNPDF: Monte Carlo replicas
� one-to-one comparison can be 

tricky

LHC data in MSHT: Robert Thorne EWWG
Meeting Oct. 2020



PDF benchmarking
l We’re in the process of carrying out 

benchmark studies with the goal of an 
ultimate combination of modern PDFs similar 
to what was done for PDF4LHC15 using the 
then-current PDF sets CT14, MMHT2014, 
NNPDF3.0

l We are starting from a reduced data set, 
simple enough that each group should get 
similar results for central values and 
uncertainties, but complete enough that the 
results make sense

l Useful, for example, to normalize the 
uncertainty definition which is different for the 
three groups

l We are also starting with common theoretical
settings, again to allow for easier comparison
of the results of each group

l PDF groups CT, MSHT, NNPDF and ATLAS
participating

l All PDF groups invited to participate in 
benchmarking 

l Each group uses their own 
GM-VFNS
� intrinsic part of each 

group’s approach
l But otherwise, common 

theoretical settings for tests 
with reduced set
� positive-definite PDFs
� common value of as(mZ) 

and uncertainty (we do this 
anyway)

� no deuteron or nuclear 
corrections

� use common value for 
heavy quark masses

� use perturbative charm 
rather than fitted charm



Reduced data set
l NMC deuteron to proton ratio in DIS
l NuTeV dimuon cross sections
l HERA I+II inclusive DIS cross sections
l E866 fixed target Drell-Yan pd/pp data
l D0 Z rapidity distribution
l ATLAS W,Z 7 TeV rapidity distributions (Z peak data only and not 

forward rapidities)
l CMS 7 TeV W asymmetry
l CMS 8 TeV inclusive jet data
l LHCb 7,8 TeV W,Z rapidity distributions
l BCDMS proton and deuteron DIS data

l We started by having each group compare theory predictions to 
this reduced data set using PDF4LHC15 PDFs (as a sanity check)

l Good agreement was observed



Reduced to full data set comparison for PDFs

Plot from Juan Rojo’s presentation at the October 2020 PDF4LHC meeting



Reduced to full data set comparison

Plot from Juan Rojo’s presentation at the October 2020 PDF4LHC meeting



Reduced to full data set comparison
larger difference in uncertainty between reduced and full data sets



Comparison of reduced PDF luminosities (14 TeV)

Plot from Juan Rojo’s presentation at the October 2020 PDF4LHC meeting

low x gluon
eigenvectors not yet included

reasonably good 
central value agreement
at Higgs mass

good agreement in
uncertainty between
CT18 and MMHT20; 
NNPDF a bit smaller



Comparison of reduced PDF luminosities (14 TeV)

l In general, reasonably 
good agreement for the 
PDFs produced using the 
reduced data set. 

l Some divergence, for 
example, for the qqbar
PDF luminosity at high 
mass 

Plot from Juan Rojo’s presentation at the October 2020 PDF4LHC meeting



Summary/to-do
l We’re ready to move from the reduced data set to the full data sets that the 

groups used to produce their latest PDF sets, and with the PDF groups using 
their standard theoretical formalisms (but with common heavy quark masses)

l From the fits to this data, we will follow a procedure similar to that carried out in
2015
� some number of Monte Carlo replicas (300 in 2015) generated from each 

PDF set and then combined
� will examine the impact of variations, such as the use or not of fitted

charm (may have an influence on the gluon uncertainty), the presence 
or not of the ATLAS 7 TeV W and Z data (an impact on strangeness), 
and with/without small-x resummation for the gluon distribution (impact 
on gluon at smaller x that is relevant for ggF, especially at higher center-
of-mass energies)

� the 900 replica set being condensed to a smaller representative Hessian 
error PDF set (personal opinion: <100 should be sufficient)

� with both benchmarking and recommendation papers being prepared, and 
the resultant PDFs made available on LHAPDF

l Timescale for the PDFs, on the order of a few months



To forgo future controversy

lYou are encouraged to use the resultant 
set for Monte Carlo generation



Have you ever 
considered PDF 
benchmarking?


